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VideosNinja solutions: your perfect solution to revolutionize e-learning by keeping it lively, contemporary and 

impactful! Ranging from subject matter experts and editorial wizards to technology support personnel, our e-content 

development team focuses on elevating the value of your e-content products to a brand-new level.

At VideosNinja, we sketch the most fitting e-learning course right from scratch while keeping your company’s 

guidelines in mind. Our solutions cover a wide spectrum of custom content development, micro learning, game-based 

learning and gamification, translation and localization.

ABOUT US

OUR
VISION
At VideosNinja, we possess the scale and capability to help organizations truly transform learning and drive business 

success. We are driven by an innate passion of creating and executing long-term economic value for our 

stakeholders. We are aware of the risks that exist in today’s competitive market place. Every business that is 

economically driven can run into the risk of tarnishing the basic fundamentals and principles. We are very well aware 

of this fact and hence, we are determined to keep our values intact while achieving our economic goals.

www.videosninja.com

LEADERS IN
LEARNING 
TECHNOLOGY,
E-LEARNING &
LMS CONTENT
CREATION
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Products VideosNinja offers complete learning technology
solutions under one roof!

Innovative
e-learning content,
driven by purpose -

1
E-Learning solutions

Web-based training refers to the training delivered 

through the internet. With the evolution of internet, 

the dynamics of how we learn is also changing at 

a rapid pace. It has allowed companies to mitigate 

the challenges associated with training, like 

devising a schedule that suits everybody’s 

calendar, pace of training and most importantly, 

cost. E-learning provides the learners with the 

flexibility to learn anywhere, anytime, and at their 

pace.

At Videosninja, we deliver engaging and result-

driven custom courses. We offer unparalleled 

training solutions with integrated audio, video, 

animations, interactions, scenarios, simulations, 

chat, conferencing, and 3D virtual reality. Our 

learning and development team has hands-on 

experience in developing effective and impactful 

eLearning courses.

2
Instructor-Led Training

Instructor-led training (ILT) is the conventional 

form of training that occurs in a training room, 

typically in an office, classroom, or conference 

room. This form of training can have one or more 

instructors; and they teach skills or material to a 

group through lectures, presentations, 

demonstrations, and discussions. Despite the 

increasing popularity of eLearning, ILT is still 

regarded by many as the preferred choice to 

impart knowledge.

Our team brainstorms and puts in a lot of effort in 

making every training session an enriching 

experience. We follow a structured approach of 

extensive analysis of training needs, and then 

define suitable learning plans. We develop 

learning materials keeping in mind both the 

principles of instructional designers and the needs 

of the learners. For the learning needs of various 

organizations, we create instructor-led learning 

material including Presentations, Instructor and 

Participant Guides, User Manuals, Job Aid, Video, 

Audio and other multimedia content.

We ensure that the learning content is logically 

sound and has high sensory appeal for the 

modern audiences.

3
Virtual instructor
led training 

Virtual instructor-led training (VILT), or virtual 

classroom training, is a training method that 

combines the benefits of instructor led or 

classroom-based training with the convenience of 

internet. As the name suggests, it refers to the 

training that is conducted in a virtual environment, 

i.e., when the instructor and learner are not 

present in the same location.

This mode of training is becoming increasingly 

popular, particularly for delivering corporate 

training, as it is both cost-effective and time 

saving. It has also removed the geographical 

barriers between the instructor and the learners.

At Creativ Technologies, our extensive experience 

enables us to create the training materials to be 

delivered in the virtual classroom. This involves a 

structured approach of analyzing the needs of the 

learners, studying the learning objectives to be 

met and then preparing the training material 

accordingly. This enables the instructor to provide 

best experiences for the learners. 5
Simulations
and Scenarios

Simulation and scenario-based learning can be 

used to recreate complex environments that 

mirror actual conditions or systems. We at Creativ 

technologies believe that encouraging learners’ 

engagement is the best way to make them 

understand concepts and enhance their skills.

We have developed many states of the art 

simulation-based learning materials. Our 

instructional designers carefully study and 

analyze the learners, their learning needs and 

learning environment to design the scenario, 

characters, and graphics.

E-Learning on
Product Explanation

SALES – the one thing every company is based 

upon. More the sales, higher the profit! The sales 

person is perhaps the most important person in 

the organization. He is the one who goes out 

there, reaches out to his client, and sells the 

product. The product is what sales is based upon. 

The salesperson representing the company must 

basically know every single minute detail about 

the product. The requirements for a good 

salesperson are super high in the job market.

 E-Learning in Product explanation is extremely 

important when your employee is out there on the 

field trying to sell the company’s product to make 

money.

 E-Learning in a Product’s explanation teaches 

employees that the final price that is paid for the 

product is what the client is convinced to pay 

through the persuasive nature of the salesperson. 

The conviction of the client is crucial, and this can 

only be done by an effective salesperson. This is 

certain to result in significantly higher profits for 

the company.

 Having excellent product knowledge acts as a 

catalyst to the deal. Your client will be impressed 

and will trust you and be confident that the 

product has been designed for his needs.

 E-Learning makes it easy to fix a faulty product 

without any issues.
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E-Learning on Internal Companies
Policies and Guidelines

The policies and guidelines have been set by the higher officials of the company that describes the best way the 

company should run without any discrepancy. Everybody involved with the company must adhere to the internal 

policies and guidelines and failing to which the company has the right to take action. All companies nowadays need 

honest employees, who ardently follow all the company’s policies and guidelines.

A lot of people end up losing their jobs due to inadequate knowledge of the guidelines and policies.

 Many employees are on the verge of getting sacked due to misconduct and not following the guidelines and policies.

 Client information is to be kept a secret, in case of a leak of data; the company might lose a lot of money.

 Some people end up trapped in legal issues because of breaking critical rules and regulations.

 The company investors might drop out if it finds the top officials of the company breaking the policy and guidelines 

themselves.

E-Learning course will help the employees to get familiar with policies as per their own schedule, and in terms of cost, 

the company doesn’t have to spend on infrastructure, hence a win-win for both the company and its employee.

 E-learning courses can keep the employees updated with the governmental regulations that the company needs to 

follow so that no error arises from the employee’s side.

 These courses can help employees to understand the company’s policies and guidelines in an interactive way. 

 At times, knowing even the tiny bits of the policies and guidelines of the company can help the employee get out of 

tricky situations.

 ELearning on the company’s policies and guidelines creates a sense of responsibility in the employee’s mind. Even 

the higher officials need to know the entire list of rules at the back of their tongue.

It is clearly visible the importance of E-Learning on internal company’s policies and guidelines. The company will need 

everyone associated with it to acquire these training sessions, failing to do so will lead to dire consequences probably.

Dynamic Pixel is perhaps the best place for elearning solutions if your company is looking to train employees about 

your policies and guidelines. Talk to our experts now!

We make 2D and 3D animations that are attractive, entertaining and informative. We make animated videos for the 

causes like advertisements, tutorials, publicising, etc. The animations made at Dynamic Pixel are unique and up to the 

standard. We use updated softwares and ultimate creativity to make our animations.

Animations

K-12 SOL UTIONS
K-12 collectively refers to the educational content from kindergarten to grade 12. It is a 

very wide term comprising of any possible books or exams or simply anything under 

the sky that are dealt with in these classes. Children love to learn and visual learning 

helps to spike the interest in the young minds, and leaves a deep impression of 

knowledge. Not to mention, the k-12 projects grab the attention of the young students more easily 

than their textbooks ever can. In some special cases of learning disabilities like Autism, Dyslexia, Dyscalculia, 

Dysgraphia, Dyspraxia, the multimedia K-12 projects have proved itself to be a boon. The multimedia K-12 projects 

have multiple benefits compared to the traditional learning and teaching method followed in most of the schools and 

colleges. 

It is as helpful to teachers as it is for the students. Teachers use it as a tool to teach. It allows the teacher to give more 

than what it is given in the text books.

Videosninja provides a complete customized and localized assistance from a vast experience of developing 1000+ 

modules of 2D & 3D animation, 200+ learning hours of superlative content which has been passed down to 100,000 

students & 1000+ schools.



Deliver Superior Learning Engagement , Fire up Healthy Competition

Of course everybody likes games! So why not put that in learning? That is exactly what we do in Game Based 

Learning. It takes its inspiration from the various addictive games that we used to play in our childhood using various 

simulators like Play Stations, Mobile Phones, Game boys, Joysticks and so on. Game based training involves a fantasy 

and creative element which engages the user to keep on playing unlike the tradition way of reading books which could 

often make you sleepy. It is beneficial for visual and practical learners. 

Yes! Game Based Learning has its own benefit to present you with. 

Our developers are personally crazy for games. Developing a game is more than just a job for us. We love it. Our 

Quality Assurance team hunts and kills every bug. Unlike other firms, we have a different perspective of game testing. 

After the technical inspection by our QA team, we personally check it with target learners. For example, we make our 

primary school games checked by kids. We strive to look with different perspectives to enhance our abilities to 

provide you what you need.

The way your employees deal with a critical situation, the way they behave with your company’s clients and 

colleagues, the way they treat the juniors and superiors – all this comes under the lens when you are going to offer a 

promotion. Soft skills matter a lot in corporates nowadays. Treating people the right way is crucial in the current job 

scenario.

Soft skills training must begin quite early; this helps nurture the behaviour perfectly. E-Learning is the best way to train 

your employees with the required soft skills.

 E-Learning on soft skills teaches the company’s workers how to speak to a client and convince the client to sign the 

deal. This is a positive impact for both the company and the employee.

 E-Learning on soft skills makes sure the employee’s relationship with other colleagues is good. It teaches them how 

to deal with other people. 

As it has been explicitly listed out, the significance of E Training on Soft Skills is what every single individual, who 

dreams to be big one day, needs. If your company has to be ahead of the competition, then the best place to ensure 

your employees are prepared is Dynamic Pixel. Talk to our experts for the best e-learning solutions!

These Micro-Learning Courses on Soft-skills as part of our Off-the-shelf Library. Our main objective is to develop 

courses that should be:

• Really short,

• To the point,

• Engaging,

• Easy to localise to other languages, and

• Targeting entry-level employees mainly.

Gamification Soft skills
development

Moreover, Game Based

Learning affects 

your cognitive and

psychomotor skills. 

It is fascinating. 

Users find it attractive

and keep on consuming

the education. 

Gaming is scientifically

proved to be a catalyst

in development of

human mind. 



Videosninja has categorized E-Learning Courses into various levels depending on their features. Before going through 

different Level, there are few terms that should be known, below is their explanation.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Some Samples

Price Range 

A basic "Page-turner" module with strictly linear navigation. It is a quick and inexpensive way to teach simple 

concepts, processes etc.

It is created either with a Rapid eLearning tool or with other eLearning development tools like Flash with some basic 

and simple template units (often termed as pages/frames etc.)

The content is delivered via On-Screen-Text (OST), with/without Voice over (VO) and Images.

The content is displayed with simple fade-in/fade-out effect with no additional animated or interactive features.

Images are limited to stock photos/library, clipart or content specific photos provided by the client, basic flow 

charts (organization/workflow charts) etc.

The VO is same as OST.

There are no custom illustrations or animations or simulations or creation of images from scratch.

There are no Case-Studies or scenarios driven approach (used in teaching the concepts).

There is no Mentor/Avatar (driven approach).

There is a single VO talent used and the VO speech is more of narrative text.

Client provided Videos can be embedded as is in the course however, editing/recording/modifying/compressing etc 

are not in scope unless defined and agreed upon otherwise (at extra cost)

Learner Interactivity is limited to Next button, Quizzes/assessment with MCQ (Multiple Choice Questions), T/F 

(True/False), MMCQ (Multiple-multiple Choice Questions) etc.

Navigation can have Back/Next, a simple drop-down kind of Menu, Glossary listing all the terms with definitions (or 

tool specific), links to open client-provided PDFs/html links pointing to external sites.

Percentage of interactivity: 0 to 20% (limited to next/back, questions like MCQs etc.)

It will include Neutral or Indian voice-over accent.

https:// s3.ap-south-1.amazonaws.com/dpmsbucket/samples/Demo/VAT-

+Level+1/General+principles+of+VAT/story.html

Generally, One LH of Level 1 E-Learning Course costs between INR 1,50,000 to INR 3,00,000.

Levels of
E-Learning Courses

Level 1 (Basic with no-interaction)

Definition:

Level 2 (Intermediate with Limited interaction)

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Some Samples 

Price Range –

Level 2 is one of the most commonly used Levels for creating training modules.

It has features of Level 1 but with richer multimedia experience and added interactivities.

It has interactive pages thus giving more control to the user on the course via drag and drops, click to reveal (or 

hotspots).

Additionally, simple animations, simple custom illustrations (no complex characters/elements etc), graphics etc 

can be included.

The learning concepts can be taught via case-studies/scenarios.

It can also have a few branched/nested pages.

A static and realistic photo based Mentor or with very limited poses can be included. (To be defined at the start of 

the project). Two samples can be provided (basis the defined requirements of a mentor) to choose from.

Sometimes an Animated Mentor can also be included with certain level of animation restrictions.

Audio may or may not be same as text (could be descriptive or summarizing).

There is mostly a single VO talent used and the VO speech is more of narrative text.Multiple VO talents can be used 

at additional cost (based on the strategy used in the course).

Client provided Videos can be embedded as is in the course however, editing/recording/modifying/compressing etc 

are not in scope unless defined and agreed upon otherwise (at extra cost).

Quiz/Assessment can be included with MCQ, MMCQ, T/F, Fill in the blanks, Drag and Drop etc.

Navigation can have Back/Next, Audio Volume control, Pause-Play (tool specific constraints may apply), 

Expanded/drop-down Menu, Glossary listing all the terms with definitions (or tool specific), Links to open client-

provided pdfs/html links pointing to external sites.

Two samples User Interface (UI with navigational features) can be provided to choose from.

A custom completion Certificate can be added at the end of the course (letting the user know of successful 

completion with their name and percentage/score on quiz displayed).

Percentage of interactivity: 40-60% (next/back, Quiz, roll-overs, click to reveal, drag and drops etc.)

It will include Neutral or Indian voice-over accent.

https://s3.ap-south-1.amazonaws.com/dpmsbucket/samples/Softskills/level2/index.html

https://s3.ap-south-1.amazonaws.com/dpmsbucket/samples/Demo/Godrej/index.html

https://s3.ap-south-1.amazonaws.com/dpmsbucket/samples/Banking/UBS/singlestock+-+

Storyline+output/story.html

https://s3.ap-south- 

1.amazonaws.com/dpmsbucket/samples/Brands/Walt+Disney/Cash_Handling/courseTemplate.

html

https://s3.ap-south- 1.amazonaws.com/dpmsbucket/samples/Brands/CEAT/Problem+Solving+QIP+and+7+Q

C+Tools/story.html

https://s3.ap-south- 1.amazonaws.com/dpmsbucket/samples/Supply+Chain/Order+Management+Overview

/htmlVersion/OR1001/index.htm

Generally, One LH of Level 2 E-Learning Course costs between INR 3,00,000 to INR 5,00,000.

Definition:



Level 3 (Custom courses with Moderate to Complex interaction)

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Some Samples

Price Range

Level 3 has features of Level 1 and 2 but with higher degree of customization and complexities. This needs a 

collaborative approach of development with equal participation from the client in defining the requirements clearly 

to arrive at an estimate.

It provides more control to the learners by providing them participation via defined complex interactivities, 

simulations, scenario driven situations, branching scenarios.

It can have an illustrated animated mentor (two samples can be provided (basis the defined requirements of a 

mentor) to choose from), avatars, scenario based cases/options, simulations asking the users to enter data etc. to 

teach the concepts.

Richer media experience is provided via custom images, illustrations, animations, videos, multiple VOs, custom 

Menus, UI etc.

Client provided Videos can be embedded as is in the course however,editing/recording/modifying/compressing etc 

are not in scope unless defined and agreed upon otherwise (at extra cost).

With the basic SCORM features like Bookmarking, Learner tracking etc. already included, these courses can have 

additional features like Pre-requisites, Mandatory sections, Mandatory passing of the modules/courses etc.

It can further be categorized into purely Simulation/Game based, 3D courses, customized video based teachings 

etc. thus pushing the complexity levels further up in the development cycle.

Percentage of interactivity: more than 60 % or as defined basis on the client specific requirements.

It will include Neutral or Indian voice-over accent.

https://s3.ap-south- 1.amazonaws.com/dpmsbucket/samples/Softskills/level3/Rising+Star+Cruise/story_html5

.html

https://s3.ap-south- 1.amazonaws.com/dpmsbucket/samples/Brands/Intel/Global+Export+Compliance/conte

nt.htm

https://s3.ap-south-1.amazonaws.com/dpmsbucket/samples/Brands/YUM/content.htm

https://s3.ap-south- 1.amazonaws.com/dpmsbucket/samples/Brands/Intel/Information+Security/index.htm

Generally, One LH of Level 3 E-Learning Course cost from INR 5,00,000 to INR 6,50,000 Onwards.

Definition:

To provide you specific inputs on how we can help you achieve your goals we would require looking into the original source 

content, understand the target audience, map our strategies to your expected learning outcome and provide you the most 

concise learning solution and accurate commercials estimations. 

Let us know if you find the above to your understanding and we can get down to a call with you and take this discussion 

forward.

Microlearning

Learning Management System (Moodle Integration)

•

•

•

•

•

Microlearning deals with relatively small learning units and short-term learning activities.

Its duration can be around 5 -7 minutes.

It may include 2D characters and graphics with limited character animation.

It can have extensive object animation for explanation of any concept.

Quiz/Assessment can be included with MCQ, MMCQ, T/F, Fill in the blanks, Drag and Drop etc.

•

•

Some Samples

Price Range

DP will customize Moodle with available theme and all the available open-source features/plug-in of Moodle only. 

Scope does not include development of any new feature or plug-in of Moodle.

DP will set up Moodle (an open source LMS) on server provided by client. Technician will provide basic training about 

how to add user, how to add E-learning course, etc.

https://s3.ap-south- 1.amazonaws.com/dpmsbucket/samples/Softskills/level3/Rising+Star+Cruise/story_html5

.html

https://s3.ap-south- 1.amazonaws.com/dpmsbucket/samples/Brands/Intel/Global+Export+Compliance/conte

nt.htm

https://s3.ap-south-1.amazonaws.com/dpmsbucket/samples/Brands/YUM/content.htm

https://s3.ap-south- 1.amazonaws.com/dpmsbucket/samples/Brands/Intel/Information+Security/index.htm

Cost for Tech Support – INR 80,000/year.

Note- This does not include the server cost. We are assuming that client will have a dedicated server.

Definition:

Scope of Moodle LMS integration:

Some Samples

Price Range

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pmd_PREELXg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pRPi8NBm6HE&t=1s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cNO1zuxT5LU

https://s3.ap-south 1.amazonaws.com/dpmsbucket/samples/Software+IT/Tutorials/LearnTo_Use+the+PowerPoint

+Screenshot+Tool/Files/Shell.html

https://s3.ap-south- 1.amazonaws.com/dpmsbucket/samples/Software+IT/Tutorials/LearnTo_092011_Be_Smart_a

nd_Creative_with_Layers/Files/Shell.html

https://s3.ap-south- 1.amazonaws.com/dpmsbucket/samples/Software+IT/LO/Safari/Files/Shell.html

Generally, One Microlearning nugget of 5-7 minutes cost from INR 70,000 to INR 90,000 per nugget.



Notes :Notes :


